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In honor of:
Mr Andres Isaac Roemer Slomianski

specific polygraph exam : Andres isaac Roemer Slomianski
passport number U0585697

professional opinion:
Sara Tal - expert witness in the field of polygraph in the courts in Israel.

Education Details - Sarah Tal:
B.A in Behavioral Sciences and Psychology.
Certified Nurse - Senior Nursing Manager.
Certified polygraph examiner at Gazit School, recognized by the APA (American Polygraph
Association).
Director of the polygraph and reliability institute "Abir".
Senior polygraph examiner.
Member of the American Polygraph Association (APA).
Member of the British and European Polygraph Examiner Association BEPA.
Member of the Organization of Polygraph Experts in Israel (IPEO).
Recognized by the courts in Israel as an expert witness in the field of polygraph.
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Graduate of advanced training in the field of polygraph and behavioral psychology.
Graduate of seminars of the APA (American Polygraph Organization) in 2014,
2011,2012,2013.
September 2011 Seminar on Polygraph Validity, Test Methods, Failure Attempts and more Austin, Texas, USA - 50 hours of study.
September 2012 - Seminar on research in the field of polygraph, polygraph for sex
offenders, testing methods, scoring methods and more - San Diego, California, USA - 50
hours of study.
September 2013 - Seminar on preliminary questioning, new research, body language,
validity and new testing methods, instrumentation and more - Orlando, Florida, USA - 50
hours of study.
November 2013 - Training course for polygraph examiners to perform tests for convicted
sex offenders (PCSOT), Baxter School of Polygraph (USA) - Sofia, Bulgaria - 40 hours of
study.
November 2013 - Advanced polygraph examination course for convicted sex offenders,
PCSOT, Baxter School of Polygraph (USA) - Sofia, Bulgaria - 30 hours of study.
September 2014, APA Seminar on Test Validity, New Studies, Means of Failure and more Seattle Washington, 50 hours of study.

Polygraph reviews
On May 12 2021 the undersigned did a polygraph test to the examinee.
The examinee gave his consent to take the test on his free will and signed the
consent forms.
.
Health condition: proper health condition.
Previous tests: none.
test subject: Deposition exam
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:clarification conversation

The subject denies:
That he has been lying in one of the sections in the deposition he gave me today.
That in the deposition he gave me today he lied in one of the sections.
In the polygraph exam, the subject had been asked the following relevant questions,
which he replied negatively:
1. Did you lie in one of the sections in the deposition you gave me today?
2. In the deposition you gave me today did you lie in one of the sections?

Findings:
During the exam, no reactions were diagnosed for lying in the subject answers for the
relevant questions.
summary and recommendation:
The findings of the polygraph examination are that: The subject is telling the truth in his
answers to the relevant questions.
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for your information
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